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The lojigitixdinal and lateral otability derivativeo for the Stinson
L-5 airplr-.ne wsre obtrvlned from tion-oscillatory stoady ctate flight
technique as dccoribed in Reference 1, These derivatives are C ,
values of these derivatives, obtained frc«ii flight test, ::re ocnap .rod
with the Talueo of these parameters cocaputed from theoretical formulae
where possible. The conparison of the flight test and theoretical re-
sults presented a criterion of the effoctiveneas of the steady otate
flight technique for determininc stability derivatives.




The objoct of this liweotigatlon was to detonnine the lateral and
longitudinal stability derivatives of the Stinson li-5 airplane using
the non-03cillatory steady state flight test technitue. By comparing
the experimental values of these derivatives with values calculated by
means of the theoretical approach, it is hoped that some evaluation of
the flight teat techniques employed can be made.
DATE Al© PLr\OE OF INVESTIGATION
This study was conducted during the period extending from January
to May, 1952 at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, Equipment
and facilities of the Aeronautical Engineering Dep;;-rtraent were used.

nnjRODUOTION .
Plight testing of airplanes for their aerodynamio characteristics
is uauclly done in one of three distinct methods; ncuaely, the steady
state frequency response testing, the transient response testing and
the non-OGcillatoiy steady state flight testing. Measuring the fre-
quency response of am airplrjie to its controls by the steady oncillation
technique or the deduction of the frequency response, from th© transient
response technique, requires a great deal of expensive instrunentation
of a complicated nature and accurate data reduction. Exact kno^fledge
of the airplane's mass and inertia characteristics further complicates
the frequency response method. On tho other h:\nd, non*-osdilatory
steady state flight testing requires a minlrouQ of simple loi; cost in-
struaontation and enables a more precise data reduction. However,
the flight tine needed to obtain steady state data may preclude its
use to airplanes of short endurance; whereas, the flight time needed
for each frequency, using oscillatory techniques, is relatively short*
Tho Stinson L-5 of tliia investigation, or any of the conventional
air 1 ones, is well otiited for the non-occillotory steady state flight
technique of testing. It is with some of these procedures that this in-
vestigation will deal.
The longitudinal stability derivatives, elevator power and dcanping
in pitcli^are determined from unacoelerated and accelerated flight trim
curves. An atterapt wo.s made to show the Variation of those derivatives
with the pitching velocity of the airplcaie and to exploJLn their changes
shown when plotted at variouo lift coefficients.

Lateral dorivativcG ere determined fron clddding tumo ::)nd oteady
Dldeolio mcneuverr., Knovm nomentr, introduced by uso of a tovred drogue
and a wine vreight, ar© used to determine rudder power and aileron power,
rospectivoly* The damping; in roll w-s not determined due .0 the unavail-
ability of a rate of roll inntrur-ient,
Oomparison v;lth rouilts conputed from analytical equations gives
oome incight ac to the accuracy and u-efulnece of tr.i netlaod of determin-
ing stability dorivativec.

6The instnaaentation uoed for this inve:=tigr.tion is listed v.vA
dencribcd below. All of the inntruDontc were Qr.libr;-tGd hy standard
procedures,
!• Aire'occ. Indioctor !
The clr3^;eed indicator vrn.s a £tf--.ndard csenaitive ty;)© instrument
connected to o. full swiveling pitot-nt tic he-id.
2. Altii-oeter ;
The altitude v;as raoasured by a stondr^rd sensitive type r.ltimcter.
5» Accelerorr.eter ;
Tlie accelerometer concisted of a ^Io-gc tube 20 inches lonj^, a
small coiled spring and a 75 Z^''^^^ ctool vrei£";ht. One end of the spring
v/as attached to the top of the glr:.33 tube and the free end was attached
to the weight. Both ondr: of the tube v;cre .loaled to provide damping.
Tide inntrunent was calibrated v-ith a correction connidered for the
mace of the oprinr,
^^* 5lQv:'tor, Rudder :'-n6.
^
Ailoron Indicatoro ;
Thece in?-trunontn wore controlled by 26-volt, hOO cycle a-c autosyn
transnitterc linl-ced to the respective control cableo. The autosyn follow-
ers v;cre calibrated to r-ive the control deflections in degrees,
5, Yav; Indieator :
A yavr meter v/as attached to the port \ilnr v/ith a boon o^^bending one
chord length aliead of tho leading edr.e, Tho yv.\r vane i-^as geared to a
2h volt, 400 cycle a-c autosyn transrdtter. The autosyn follov/er v;as
calibrated to give angle of yav/ in degrees.

96m Stro-ln Gaur^e Me^-sizriiy Devioe :
This ins-trunent v;as used t.o neaaure tl'ie drc^ of a towed drogue.
It con3i;3t©d of a bridge circuit hc.ving four strain gaijigss mountod on
a steel ring. The ring assembly v/as mountod on the lift strut fitting
and was connocted to the droguo tow line by the cockpit-controlled re-
lease. Static v^eights were used in the calibration of tldo system.





Airplano control pov/ers o.re the most inportatlt cerodynaxaic char-icter-
istics or derivatives that must bo detemined ac<mrtitely by flight testirjg,
Tho major flying controls otq th« elevator, rudder and ailerons. They
produce pitoriing, yawing and rollinc nonento, respectively, proportional
to their control power. Once the control powers are detercdnod other
stability derivatives can be accurately evaluated In some cases the con-
trols cause secondary raonents that have a marked effect on the values do-
temlnod for certain derivatives*
Loiy;ltudinal
The flight test data needed to evaluate the elevator power, Oj- p and
the dsnplng in pitch> 0,^^, is very slnilar for both derivatives. The
elevatof" power requires curves of elevator angle versus equivalent air-
speed for Gevers.1 center of gravity locations. The dastping in pitch of
the airplane is determined from the scaae data with additional trim
curves for accelerated flight paths. Accelerated flight, in a steady
banl-:ed turn, establishes a rate of pitch about the Y-axis,
Tiie throe center of gravity locations used for the longitudinEil
flight testing are computed and shown in Appendix II, These eg, posi-
tions were rmmbered consecutively with ,^1 eg, being the most forward,
Tliey were obtained by fixing external weights on the fuselage noar the
tr.il. The speed ran;-o, startinj- at the stall and going to I50 m,p,h,
indicated, was limited by engine RFM, Constant power, estimated at 1^%
normal rated, was used during these tests, Hov/ever, the power did
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vary slightly as the airplane was climbed or dived to nairrtain the de-
sired airspeed. To elininate the elevator tab effect the tab vms trinmed
to zero deflection for all longitudinal teste,
Flotr, of the flight da.ta taken for thene teotn are chovm in Figures
1, 2 and 5 ^s curves of 5^ veraus Vg, The l,4g and l»6g data was cone-
what difficult to obtain at speodo from 60 to 100 n.p.h* due to the
slipstream being encountered in the circul r flight path. To get the beet
possible data the flights were raade at yunrisc and shortly thereafter to
avoid any turbulance of the air.
Lateral,
The lateral atability derivatives \/ere detennined by perfoming two
non-oscillatory steady state flight maneuvers. First, a straight oide-
olip was flown in wliich the aileron angle, rudder angle and o.ngle of
banic were measured at various angles of sideslip. Second, a sld.dding
turn maneuver was flown in which the aileron angle, rudder angle and •
rate of turn, ^ , were measured for various angles of sideslip. These
maneuvers were performed at an altitude of 5000 feet at an equivalent
airspeed of 100 milen per hour using seventy-five per cent of the normal
horsepower*
At high anglos of uider-lip, during both of these maneuvers, nonentary
engine failures v;ere encountered duo to the loss of fuel flow. The fuel
flow difficulty was possibly caused by a vacumn created at the fuel vent
tubes or the sticlcing of tho carburetor float valve due to v^ear in the
float hinge. This situation discouraged extensive inventigation of lateral
flight at other soeeds.
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The straight eideslip manefuvor v/os performed by use of the directional
gyro to maintain a heading. This technique was uced for three oonTigura-
tionsj namely, the airplcjie "clean", a weight on the riglit wing lix't
strut ond a sleeve-<irogue attached to the right v/ing strut. Figures
4, 5 "wd ^ show the plotted data of these teots. To provide a Imovm
torque about the X-axis, a weight was attached to the right wing at
9,05 feet from the X-axis. A dinennionally similar piece of wood was
attached to the same nt::tion on the left wing giving a net weight of
29 pounds on the right v/ing. Tliis configuration was used to determine
the aileron po>/er. The third configuration consisted of attaoliing a
sleeve-drogue, having the necessary strain gsoige components, to the
right wing lift strut at a distance of 9.075 feet from the X-axis to
introduce a knovm yawing moment about the Z-axis. Prior calibratipn
of the strain gauge enabled the detennin tion of the actual drag at
the moment of the tect. The drag vias found to be hi pounds. Rudder
control power v;as determined from the data obtained during testing this
flight configuration.
The sldLdding turn technique was performed by use of the gyro horison
to m- intain a wing level \ttitude of the airplrne. Plotted on Firure 7
are the control deflections measured at each cider: lip angle during this
maneuver. To determine the rate of turn, (// , the airplane was timed
through an obr^erved number of degrees turn on the directional fyro.
This method is liable to error but sufficient data was talton to eBtablish
a correct slope. The results of turning rate versus angle of sideslip




An airplane ia in equilibrium if the »tci of the moments aotirig upon
it, about any chosen reference line, is zero. When the airplane is
tested at three different center of gravity locations, it will produce
as ncny different nonentc about a given reference line due to the v/eight
Fvhift, In flight these monents, acting on the airplane in the longitudinal
plane, muat be balanced by a mcaaent produced hy the deflected elevi«-tor»
The deflection of the elevator changes the effective angle of attack
of the horir.ontal tail, thus changing the tail lift: the result is a
moment about the reference axio. The magnitud© of the pitcliing moment
coefficient produced by the control, per degree deflection, in a meastiro
of the elevator power, 0^ •
For thin inveatigation the elevator po^^er was evaluated from flight
data by three methods. The first method i"' considered approximate and lo
described in Referenc* I* If the assumption that the airplane lift co-
efficient equals tlie wing lift coefficient is made, the moment equation
about the T-cxi^ bocamoG:
From the imaccelerated otick fixed trim curves of elevator angle versus
equivalent airspeed for the three e.g. locations, plots of £g versus 0^
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were mr.de as indicated by Figure 9» At a given lift coefficient the
elevator angle required for a given shift in e.g. can be determined. The
ervaluation of elevator power can be mo.de according to the above equation.
The results of this method of dotemining elev-tor power are chovm plotted
on Figure 17 being labeled "approximate equation".
The above method i-^. only approxim te since no correction was mad©
for the change in airplane lift oau.^ed by the elevator. The cocond
method corrected 0^ for the lift due to the elevator. To explain tliin
effect oonrrider an airplane flying in equilibrium at a given airplane
lift coefficient. The total lift represented by the lift coefficient
is the sum of the contribution of the v/ing and tail equalling the vreight
of the airpl-ne. If the conr-er of gravity is movod aft and the srjae
airplane lift is to be maintained, the vdng lift nUBt decrease by the
amount th t the tail lift increases to maintain -m equilibrium of yiitcli-
ing moments. T'le wing lift v;ill be decreased by clianging the vring angle
of attack with the elevator. At the snme lift, the distribution of the
lift between the wing and tail \rill be cringed; tlierefore, the ascimption,
that at a constant airplane lift coefficient the win^^, lift coefficient
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To detomine the corrected elevator novrer the -lo e —£ vrae nea3vu>-
ed :-.t variouc lift coefficient- for each c«n« curve. To deter.iiine the
elope 2_ J the neutral point- v/ere obtained fron Figure Ip, v;hich is
a plot of 2^ verauo x. /c. Since h/c io the difference botvreen the
neutral point and the e.g. oonition, Figure 14 giveo the derired ——- •
The corrected values of elevator uov;er for the three c,^, positions .re
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sho^m plotted on Figure 17. They are larger than the approximate method
results sine© disregarding this lift chr.nge gives an underestincted
value for OL • The increnent betv/een the constant e.g. curves ivas
caused by the changes in tail length, Thic ia proven by oonparing the
per cent of change in elevator po\;er ii?ith the per cent in tail length.
Elevator pov;er is directly proportional to tail length.
A third method of doterr.ing Ojj^ , with t:dl lift effect coneidered,
wa'7 devised to determine the extent of any non-linearities of elevator
due to pitcrdng velocity, d«, and eg, changes. In order to meice the
evaluation a plot of Gig^ - x^j^/c - d» versus 5g was established. The
pitching velocity is defined in operator form in accordance v.-ith Reference 1
as
Tlie values of S^ versus 7q , as 3ho\-m in Figures 1, 2 and 5» were plotted
in terns of Sg versus G, as shovm in Figures 10, 11 and 12. TsMng data
directly from the 1' tter curves gave a very linited range of usable data.
This difficulty w;is avoided by nrldng a plot of 6eVersus <y©for eg,
positions as ehovm in Figure 15* By taldng a cross-plot froE Figure 15
and making the nooessary calculations, the curves of Oj^ - x^a-Zo - d©
versus 6^ for d© * 0, 0»1 and 0.2 were plotted on Figure l6. An auxiliary
plot of de = 0,05 and 0,15 was used to establish more data, bvrb was
not included in this report. Values of ^^ and ^' wore measured, as
illustrated by Figure 16, for constant values of lift coefficient, pitch-
ing velocity and e.g. position. The rlooe i^ was constant for each lift
coefficient and ^e is pairt of a small corrective term which varied slightly
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v;ith center of gravity locction. Therefore, the evaluated elevator
power v/as plotted for only one eg, pooition, x^j_./o = 0,568, The
elevator poxver versus lift coefficient curves for constcLnt pitching
velocity ic shovm plotted on Figure 18,
Vfhen the d© - curve of Figure 18 is conpared with the curve
for the came e.g. of Figure 17, it ic noted thc.t at high lift coefficients
there io a narked discrepancy. It is believed that the cvirvec of Figure
18 are the more representative in this range since the data used in con-
pixting the curves of Figure 17 was limited in this region. No attempt
was made to replot the data in another form to extend its UDoful range.
Other than aa noted above, the comparison of values ic reasonable in
the light of the fact that slopes wero multiplied during the computations.
The analytical conputation for elevator pox/er \/as detemined in
accordance with Reference 2.
-- (.OS^)( 7/7j(/)(.6)
The analytical value is plotted on Figure 17 for a mean e.g. location.
This value compares to vathin less than two per cent of a corrected
0_ for a comparable position and speed. If account could be laade for
the change of tail efficiency with a variation in lift coefficient, it
is expected that the analyi:,ical value for elevc.tor power v;ould give
close correlation at the other lift coefficients.
With a fixed pitch propeller it is impossible to maintain constant
power over the speed range investigated. At a lov/ lift coefficients
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the propeller RPM increased and at high lift coefficients it dropped off,
Thio variation of RFM obviously ra*fected the tedl efficiency causing a
variation of elevator pw^rer with lift coefficient*
Oonsiderinc the variation of elevator power with pitching velocity,
as sho\fn in Figures 18 and 21, it in observed thrt elevator power increases
as the airplane* s pitching velocity increases to id C 0#05» As the
pitching velocity is further increased the elevator power gradually
decreases until at dt? » 0»2 the value is less than at dd • 0. This
particulrr variation of elevator pov^er indicates that the tail has gone
through the slipstrcain ©enter* The increased variation at high lift coeffi-
cients validates this reasoning. In accordance with Reference 1, this
slipatream and. walM effect is due to the changes in dovniv/ash and tail
efficiency with pitching velocity and lift coefficient. Further investi-
gation v/ould bo necesaary to determine the respective CKffeots of tail
efficiency and downwach with a variation of pitching velocity,
Tlie stick fixed trin curves are among the most accurate data that
may be obtained from flight testing an airplane,- The pilot technique
is relatively simple and the accuracy depends primarily on how accurate
the elevator angle and airspeed can be neasured. Accurate instnmentation
is, therefore, a necessity. The use of this data to evaluate the elevator
power produces recults that are in good agreement with theory. The second
method to obtain the elevator power is the most accurate. This method
corrected for the tail lift, which is a refiner.:ent of the first approxi-
mate method. The third method is liable to errors since three slopes
v;ere ur:ed in the calculation. This particular evaluation, however, is an




An cdrplGiio in a straight, unaocelerated flight path is in equili-
briijni at a particular trin lift coefficient. That is, at ©aoh trim point,
2
the lift is oqual to the v/ei^ht and the condition tliat OjV eqiialc a
const nnt is maintained. As the airplane speed is increased or decreased,
the lift will change accordingly and require the elevator to maintain
the equilibrixjn situation. The unaocelerated flight equilibrium of pitch-
ing moments is
If the airplo.ne is placed in a steady turn, the lift riuat increase
to provide a vertical component equal to the weight. This increase of
lift talcen place v/ith no change of speedy and the elevator needed for
equilibrium of pitching moments is different than the change of lift
2for the constaiTb OjV case. Tliis difference occurs, since the lift la
increa-'ed vdth the speed boin^; constant in the steady turn; therefore,
the curved flight poth will produce a rotation of the airplane about
its Y-axis with the introduction oJ? a damping moment. This damping
moment is opposed by the elevator lift increment. The magnitude of
the damping moment ctm be estimated since this elevator change can be
separated from the elevator needed for unaocelerated flight. (Seo Figures
10, 11 and 12)
If the damping derivative is expressed in the coefficient form
\^Q the equilibriwa of pitching moments for accelerated flight is
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With the airplane lift coefficient defined as
the lift coefficient for the aocoleratod flight v;ill be greater than the
unaccelerated flight by the nmount of "g" at a given speed. Figures
10, 11 and 12 are elevator angle versus airplane lift coefficient cuxvoc
taken from the elevator angle versus equivalent velocity ourvec for the
steady turns. The increment of elevator angle betvreen the 1-g and aKgr
of the accelerated flight curves for a particular e.g. location will be
that increnenb of elevator ojigle required to overcome the dajspinr in
pitch of the airplane. If no denpin,?; ncaaenta existed the curveo of ele-
vator angle versus lift coefficient v/ould coincide for the various g's
since a given elevator angle would produce the scrae lift at any accelera-
tion. This assumes that the airplane's static stability does not vaiy
with the different slipstreom characteristics encountered in obtaining
the data.
If stability variations are neglected, then at any lift coefficient
the equilibriun condition is given by
c/e ^




The dampir^ derivative vms detennined by the above method and the
results are plotted for a variation of lift coefficient in Figure Ip,
As the damping in pitch is nomolly not a function cf lift coefficient,
an average experimental value of damping in pitch can bo obtained. The
variation of this derivative can be attributed to the agsianption that
the vaxlrtion of the airplane* 3 static stick fixed lon^ritudinal stability
for accelerated and unaccolerated flight under the two alipstrean condi-
tions of Ojjv equal a constant and V equal a constant is negligible.
The analytical computation for dcraping in pitch was evaluated in
accordance with Reference 2. The total damping in pitch of an airplane
is the sum of the dataping contributiono of the various airplane com^Donents.
In the nomal configured airplane the danoing due to the ta.il io by far
the largest factor. Thio daEipin{: occurs as a direct result of the change
in the effective ar^le of attack of the tail produced by the pitching
velocity of the aiiT)l.-.ne, The chtinge in tail angle of attack is given
V







This theoretically detominod value is plotted on Fi^^re 19 to
facilitate comparison with the experimental curves. This discrepancy
betv.'eon the experimental and theoretical results may be due to one or
more factors. The errors in the elevator power have been carried along
in the damping in pitch determination.
Another Important factor is the assumption that the airplane's
static stick fixed longitudinal stability remained constant during
these tests. It was assumed th^t the change in elevator angle required
in accelerated flight at a particul r lift coefficient was due to the
damping in pitch of the airplane. From Reference 1 it can bo shown that




If there is any variation of
^yp ^ the previous method of detorniing the
dampiiig in pitch is in error. An attanpt was mo.de to investigate this
effe<Jt of stability variation by detemining the neutral point for various
pitching velocities and lift coefficients. This was done by uce of the
previously developed formula
These neutral points v/ere determined by use of Figure 16, The re::ulting
neutral points are shovm plotted on FigLires 25 and 24. The results
show an increase of static stability as the pitching velocity increases;

^therefore, the dampiiic derivative determinod by the steady state technique
i3 high due to this itMsrease of static stability. 0^^^ does not vary
with static ctability, but the process of evaluation introduceG errors
caused by this varir.tion of static stability,
A third source of error which may accoxmt for part of the disor^ancy
betv^een the theoretical and experinental results lies in the theoretical
calculation itself, Tlie theoretical evaluation considered only the tail
contribution. No consideration was made for the danoing contribution
of the fuselage, wing and propeller. These damping contributions rjre very
difficult to detemine and are usually accounted for by use of a multi-
plying factor in the tadl dcuping computation. Reference 2 suggests
thct tlii" Tsultiplier be 1,1 • Some authoritative sources in the airplane
stability field believe that it should be higher. It in probably merely
an "educated guess" for the value of this faotor»
Another experinental ©valuation of the damping in pitch was made by
measuring the clone of ^ from Figure l6 for the value of the ^^^
factor. The elevator power value was for a particular Oj^,
"^q-J^ ®^^ ^"^ •
The resultant damping in pitch coefficient is shown plotted on Figure 21
for the X p/o = 0,568 data. These curves had the same order of arrange-
ment with respect to pitching velocity as the elevator power curves.
The Oj^jg curve from Figure 19 for the same eg, position was plotted
on Figure 20 to malce a comparison of the results of the two methods.
Since the acceleration was l#8r for this curve, the value of pitching
velocity vc.ried with lift coefficient. The values of pitching velocity
are shos-m on Figure 20 for this curve. These values are in their proper
relative position v/ith respect to the other curves ••.t constant pitching
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volooity except for 0. s* 0^7 • Thlo divergonce is an ond point
evalucition and could be expected.
The variition of the damping in oitch coefficient with pitching
velocity is shovm plotted in Figure 22 for thire© lift coefficients^
Prom these curves it is obvious that danping in pitch has little change
vrith pitching velocity at a constant lift coefficient. Since Figure 22
shows that there is slight variation of the O^aq with pitching velocity
and Figure 20 ohOKs that the c.g« location has little effect, it follows
that the variation of Oj^g evaluated in this manner nust be due to the
static stability variations of accelerated and un.ocelerated flight •
The flight test technique for evaluating the airplane's dcaaping in
pitch has been outlined and dincuseed. The criterion is ^fhether or not
the method produces results of sufficient accuracy to be practical. The
pilot technique consists of measuring the airspeed, acceleration and
elevator deflection v.dth the airplane in a steady banked turn iit a con-
stant airs:eed« These variables can be measured with considerable acciiracy
with proper instrumentation. If the elevator power is accurately known,
it should be possible to reduce the flight datti to a fairly accurate
value of ,Q • The major source of error is the determination of
elevator power as discussed previously. Another source of error is the
static stability variation introduced by' acoelornted flight with pro-
peller driven airplanes.
The difficulties encountered in separating the variables and oocount-
ing for the errors do not rule out this technique for obtaining the damping
I
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Tolooity except for 0.^ » 0«7 • Thl0 divergonce is an end point
©valuation and could b© expected.
The variation of th© damping in oitch coefficient with pitching
velocity is shoim plotted in Figure 22 for thro© lift co©fficients#
Prom these curves it is obvioue that danping in pitch hac little change
with pitchin^^ velocity at a constant lift coefficient » Sine© Figure 22
shows that there is slight variation of the CL^je with pitching velocity
and Figure 20 shOb-s that the e.g. location has little effect, it follows
that the variation of O^g evaluated in this manner must be due to the
static stability variations of aocolorated and unjaocelerated flight
The flight test technique for evaluating the airplane's dcaaping in
pitch has been outlined and discussed. The criterion is whether or not
the method produces results of sufficient accuracy to be practical. The
pilot technique consists of measuring the airspeed, acceleration and
elevator deflection v/ith the airplane in a steady banked turn jit a con-
stant airs; ©ed, Tho3e variables con b© measured with conr.iderable aocura<jy
with proper instrranentation. If the elevator power is accurately known,
it should be possible to reduce the flight data to a fairly aocurato
value of ,Q • Tho major souree of error is the determination of
elevator yower as discussed previously. Another source of error is th«
static stability variation introduced by' accelerated flight with pro-
peller driven airplanes.
Tho difficulties encountered in separating tho variables and oocount-
ing for tho errors do not rule out this technique for obtaining the domping
I
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In pitch of the airplane, Tho technique reqviires less reduction of data
and instrunentation than the frequency response method. It is believed
that with good pilot technique, depende.ble inotrunentation and the elim-
ination of aa many of the variables as possible, the steady state flight
tecting to doterming the damping in pitch derivative I.t the most accurate
r.ethod for subsonic aircraft,
Iip.teral
The eqxiations for steady state lateral motion, as developed in
Reference 1 and 2, are written below with Gecondary control actions
included,
(/) C^'/S ' C Y. ^ -^ C^0 ^ C^, ^ O
' a.
^
These enuationo arc t'le side force, rolling nonent and yawing moment equa-
tions of notien for an airplane in a nteady lateral monetrver. Since the
equations consist of five varicjDles, it v;as n.cesGory to elijnin.to certain
of the unJsnovm^ in order to deterrdno tl-je derivatives, Tae U3e of two
flight techniques reduces the nunber of variables to four in each oaoe,
Tlie straight sideelip taaneuvor was performed v;ith ^- O ; the cldddinj;
turn was performed v/ith = 0, Ac there cure tlxree equrtione, solutions




To find a solution for the derivatives, the primary control momeTrts
were measured directly. Tlie rudder control pov:er, 0^^ p was detemined
by introducing a lmo\m. yawing noitnent cbout tho Z-axis and measuring the
change in the rudder angle needed to balance the mcs!i©nt» This derivative
was obtained by use of the steady oideelip technique vrith the o.irplano






11^ a Drag of drogue
y s Diotajice of drogue attachraont to Z-axis
.
The rudder angle needed to balance the yawing moment introduces a rolling
momenrt. A small aileron angle ic needed to restore tho equilibrixjon in roll.
This alight angle is multiplied by a secondary effect and can be neglected.
The rudder incranent xaeasured at £-o for the two runs is determined
from Figures 4 and 5* Trie value for is
c - - ^. y
(dS.6)(/d-^)CJJ.96S)(l 9)
—
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An analytical determinaiiion was made for rudder power In accordance
with Reference 2:
^r .6,^6 t
-='— 00/6 / c/eqree
—
-
. 9/6 / rad/an
It is observed that the flight test and analjrtical evaluations of rudder
po^yer are in a ver/ close agreement.
Tlie lateral control po>/or, 0^ » was determined by use of a l-movm
rolling moment about the X-axis and ner-ouring the change of aileron angle
used to restore equilibrium. These steady sideslip technique testa
were made v;ith the airplane both "clean* and with the wing weight added.
The equation for equilibrium for this maneuver is
q , .q^s^ . c ^^ .c - o
^la *= \y/qSb
Wg. *9 added weight
y * distance of weight from X-axis
The above noted change of aileron angle will introduce a yawing nonerrt
due to adverse yaw, consequently, a chojige of rudder angle, Tliis is
normally a small angle which is multiplied by a secondary control effect}
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therefore , t-ie 0, tozn Ic dropped. Thus, tnJdLng the aileron increnent
o.t^~o for the two runs of Pisurec 4 and 6, tho value for lateral control
povfor becaraos
r _ _ ^ y
-
- (^3)(S. 05)/i^5.6)(/^5)('33 36S){'/. j)
=:-h.oe66/ racfian
.








. O o £. H- ^ / c/egK'SG.
iz . / ^/ / rcKcliar?
By use of charts for estii-iating 0- from ITAOA TR 655» this value was found
to bo ,1065« It Id observed that the flight teat and analytical ©valuations
of lateral control power are not in good a|^re«:n©nt« The analjrtical value is
somewhat high because of errors due to the otrip integration process used,
A possible error involved in the flight test value ia the disregard of
adverse yav^ effect.
An i-(r/e3tij3ation vras nade to deterniino the offocts of tlie secondary
control moments ojid tho effect of the slight rolling nomont iatroduced
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by the drogue. The following equatioiisof notion are written with the
subscript (l) for the dro^^ue effect and the subscript (2) for the wing
weight effect:
^y a.
(«) ^ S C + ^4 C^ ^ O
(^) ^ i C f ^5 C - - (^C^)^
Prom Figures 4 and o it in seen that no ohange of rudder occurred,
measured ^--X A-^O', therefore, from equation (c) the secondary control
effect, G , is sero» It is bolicved that with a larger v;ing weight
some value of adveree yaw might have been obtained. Prom equations (a)
and (d) it io observed that rudder and aileron power are as calculated
previously. Equation (b) is used to evaluate the secondoj-y control
moment dvie to rudder angle, Oi » The increoeTrbs of S. and 6^ are
taken fjron Piguren 4 and 5» Tho rolling moment caused by tho drogue
was determined by ootimnting the angle of the tow line at the lift strut
to the horizontal reference, Tlius.the vertical component of the drogue
force was established* To this force was o.dded the weight of the fittings
on the lift stjrut. Therefore, 0_ becomes
-=" - • OOP VO^ -~ • ^ /. (DO / / V ^)
/ 3 / 3"
sr . o o o £. I I / a/ Gq ree
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O o oZZ6 / c/e^ yee
-= -y-- O J JO / j^a c//an
The results of the tv/o nethods of deterciinc 0, are In ^ood agrecnient*
Using a geometric rolationohip in a ciciilar mann{5r, the secondary
side force derivative con bo detennined as follo-^B:
-=r i- . o o J 6 ^ / o^e^y'ee
-= ^. a09 / KC2<//an
The Bide force derivative, , was obtained from the flight
test ourves v;hich showed the vari tion of cr^le of fcani: and rudder angle
\d.th straight sideslip, Figure 4a Thtis equation (l) beoocies
^ — . J 93 — ' O S J
By oonparison with th© mognitudos of other derivatives it is soon that
this derivative is very Inportant.

nTlio dihedral effect of this airplane was dotenained from the straight
sideslip manouvsr v.dth the airplane "clean". Figure 4, Thus equation
(2) becones
The analytical determination of dihedral effect, in accordance
with Reference 2, is
-= ~- 00 a 3 <^S - OOG3 SZ ~. 000 60 -h. 0001 e
-=-—
.
O o /e ^8 / c/o^ ree
=: - . 09 ^3 / f^ac//cr /7
The flight test and analytical values of 0, are in fair agreement.
The analytical evaluation contains approxim.tions which na]:e this result
merely a good estim'-te. The flight test value night be lov; since 0^
is believed to be too enuall. The airplane does have stable dihedral
effect*
Vfhon the longitudinal axis of the airplane is yawed f!v3m the re-
lative wind, a yawing moment in created about the Z-axio» This weather-
cocking is referred to as directional stability, 0^ • The directional
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stability of thio airplane can be determined by use of the otraight
sideslip tont data, Plgtire 4# Thus equc.tion (5) becomes
= - C-' oe^^)( ^) - (o)
^ /-. O 3 ^ i- / rac//'an.
The anr.lytical detemination of 0„ , in aoeordance with Reference
2, ic
.zir . O G (D 9-^3 / c/Go^-e&
Tlie r.nalyticfil and flight test valuec agreed better than wao expected,
since the analytical derivativea contained estiraates and the fuselage
contribixtion wae an empirical determination. The flight test result
might poscibly be greater, since 0^ could h.we a very sraall vaJLue
o
rather than zero as found in this inverttigation. The airplane does
have directional stability.
Danping in yaw, 0^ , is siiailar to 0^ in that most of the
damping is due to tho increci.se in angle of attack of the vertical tall
ao the airplane ic yavmd. Evaluation of this derivative is possible
by using a combination of the straight sideslip and skidding turn equations.
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If the derivative of equation (5)» with reepeot to oideslip^ is taken
for the two flight teol-miques and one subtracted from the other, 0
r^





. ^ ^a / /-ad^an
The derivative (^-^] »/f^) » and ^/j^ cjre determined from Figures 4,
7 and 8 respectively^
The analytical determination of 0., , in accordanoo with Reference 2,
is
V
If (/SS) (75 96S)
The comparicon of the flight test cjid analytical results shows a
reaconable agreement. Possible sources of erirora of the experinentcxl
values la the determinations of the slopes involved. The measurement
of ^ versus y<? data was by means of directional gyro codpass, and this
is liable to some error; Ho^^ever, citfficient flight data was taken to
substantiate the results.

The nteady atato nothod of detemiini-nG the lateral stability de-
rivativea yielded reculta tliat were reasonable. The pilot technique
used to obtain the data \ta3 relatively simple, Instn:or:entation provided
accvirate noasurenont of ^ > ^ , and >^ « The bank angle, , was neacured
by cxi attitude S^to, and it is reaooriable to expect the gyro to precoss
at hi^h angles of cideslip and give errors in the reading of ^ • Visual
recording of flight data rather than autoraatic recording devioec also
introduced olight orrore.
The steady state flight techrJLque produced a very good rudder
control po\-fer value. This reault checked very close with the analytioal
detennlni^tion, Ao an approxinate check of 0^ ^ the accepted avai'age
value i3 -,001/ degree in accordance with Reference 2,
Lateral control power, 0^ , found by flight test data is possibly
too small, Tlie analj'tical value was nuch larger than the experimental
The undetected adverse yaw effect night have contributed part of the
error, Hov/ever, the only check for the lateral control povrer is the
analytical determination v^hich is an approxinrtion*
The absence of adverse yaw in the evaluation of the flight data la
unusual, A possible reason this was not obtained is that the wing weight
might have been too light. With a heavier weight the ailerons would have
been deflected more and possibly produced a moaflureable adverce yo*;.




T.ie BOOondrsTj oorrtrol monont, 0-, , vras obtained by tv;o niethods
of flif/nt data analysis and both are in good agreemont. No analytical
check was mado for C . and 0„ but the flight test valuos are beliovod
to be reaaonc.ble, Tlie derivativoa 0„ and 0, hi-ve cxoerinontal values
lov;er than the analytical deter^inutions* However, both of thece anrJLyti-
cal calculr'.tions cotitdnod erapirico,l ootinateo in additiota to approxicaa-
tlong for interference f.'.ctor3»
The ©xperinental value of 0^ wac compared with an analytical
doteminntion that considered only the tail and wing domplng in yaw.
Thic comparison shov.'od a reason.ble agrecnent of tho tiro values, A
better agreement would result if tho damping of the other airplane ccsn-
ponenta wore determined analytically. Tlie accuracy of the experinental





It io concluded as a recult of this inveGrbigation that aomirato
lonr^itudiruil aiid lateral stability derivctivon can be obtained by the
non-0 scillatojr,'- steady otate flight technique. The accuracy of the
results is necoBBarily dependent on the inotrumentation and enulpnent
used. However, by use of cone improvioed inctrunents p-nd vi;jual record-
ing o-^ date, reasonable, and in some cases aacellent results were ob-
tained.
The elevator power, , csoi be detomined accurately fron the
unacoelerated stick fixed trim curves of the Stinoon L-5» The assunp-
tion that Ot = 0* caused only about a 5 per cent error in the
values detemined for 0^ • Slipctrenn effecto ahould be carefully
analyzed in order tl^at errors due to variation of the tail efficiency
and dovmwash can be minirii^ed. .. 0,^ had a variation v/ith pitching velo-
a
city due to the tail noving through the slipstream.
The domping in nitch, 0^ , can be evalu ted accuratelj'- from
the accelerated stick fixed trim ciirvo:-. The reliability of the




the accounting for the change of static longitudinal stability for the
unacoelerated and accelerated flight conditions. The theoretical
determination for ahould contain a multiplying factor larger than
1.1 as gtiggested by Reference 2,
I
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The IcLteral stcbllity derivo-tivea determined for this airplane
ire as follows
:
Cn -= — . OQ3^/ radian
Q -=r -h . 06 <^6/ ra dian
C^ — -h
. 0/30/ radian
C ^ -f- . ^ 090/ radian
C^ - -. "^SO 3/ radian
Q — -. 6'6 ^6/ radian
C^ ^ -^-.ojjnyrocdtan
C^ — - .2, ^60/ radian
The flight test lateral derivatives comparod favorably v;ith analytical
alueo for this airplane, with the exception of 0, » where the analyti-




Prom the results ©f this investigation the following reconaaendationa
are made:
1. A further study be made of the effects of tail efficiency
and dowra/aah on elevator pov;er«
' 2» A flight test program should be carried out on the Stinson L-5
to detemino the variation of static stick fixed longitudinal stability
for the Ojlr K and V « K cases in order that the steajc^ state
method of evaluating can be conrected for this effect,
5» A further study ohould be made to deter.J.no, for low density
airplane3, what portion of the total damping in pitch can be attributed
to the propeller, wing, and fuselage*
4. Investigr.tions of thi'; nature inherently involve a certain
degree of danger due to engine failure : t large angles of sideslip.
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Nomal Gross Weight 2200 lbs

















10 ft. 10 in.
NAOA hh 12










Up (from neutral) ^^ ^'


















Area 9.71 oq. ft.
Rudder










WEIGHT AND BALANCE COMPUTATION^^
T^O cxfum Li n e
Condition: Oil and fuel tanks full.
Test equipment installed except as indicated.
1. Weight : (Airplane weighed in level flight attitude.)






















Datum line (reference) main gear axel
Wing chord (MAC) 57.00"
Root leading edge to datum line 0,25"
Datum line to tail wheel 181.60"
Datum line to pilot 13,60"
Datum line to observer
. . . , /|.9.60"
^ - W^ - w
X z X - 0.2:). ^ ^ w ^*^"
eg.
No account was made for minor moments due the airplane eg,
shift with respect to the eg. of the fuel tanks since the fuel
tanks were located longitudinally at the mid-c.g. position.
(a) Forward e.g. position: (#1 e.g.)
135. 5# X 181.6" i- 180^ x 13.6" + 210# x Zv9.6"
^ - 2257. 5# - \ ,^ ^^ Fi^*l Used
= 37,470.8/2233.5 = 16.78"
/I) = 16.78" - 0.25" - 290
ic(^^/ 57"
(b) Mid - e.g. position: (#2 e.g.)
37,470.8 -f ^W X L^^
""^^-z^ 2257.5 *-W - W^^^,^^^,
" 37»470.8 » 36.06^ x 163.3"
2257.5-^ -. 36. Ob - W^^,,^^,,
» 43,358.8/2269.5 = 19.10"




(c) Aft e.g. position: (#3 e.g.)
37,i.70.6 4 69.62# x 163.3"
\^^3' 2257.? + b9o62 - W^
^ ^^ ^
= /4.B, 839. 7/2303.1 = 21.20"




ComiDlete drag measuring equipment and fittings 13^^
Wing weight and fittings 30^ 9oz
Dummy weight and fittings 1# 9oz

^AFPEiroiX II
LIST OF SHIBCLS /IID a0ir/3IiT|0IJS
Vg Equivalent aiirpltuie spoed (niph)
V True airspeed (fpo)
W Airplcme v/oight (lbs)
S ^''int, area ( oq, ft.)
b Wing span (ft)
o' Mean aerodjnianio ohord (ft)
St Tall p.roa ( oo. ft.)
1^ Tail lenf;;th (o,^;, to aerodjniiinic
center of hori:3ontal tail) (ft)
^ Tail voluno coefficient (S..1 /S o)
1^ Tail length (e.g. to aerod^rrina io
center of vertical tail) (ft)
hy Vorticoa tail centroid to X-a::ic (ft)
Xq^/o Oliord lengths of e.g. aft of v/ing
leading edrre (ft)
h/e Ohord lengtho of c.g, fwd of a.c. (ft)
® Elevator angle (degrees)
Aileron angle (degrees)^«.
S. Rudder angle (degrees)
Sideslip angle (degrees)
' Yrat angle (degrees)
/
Bank angle (degrees)
Z' Tine rate of yaw ( dogroes/sec)
Ot Airplane lift coefficient
a




Slope of hoirizontal tail liTt curve
SloT>a of vertical tail lift curve
ft Slope of vdng lift curve
q Dynanic preasure (ibs/sq ft)
n Komal aoceloration in uiiitn of "g"
g Acceleration of gravity (52,2 ft/soc^)
q^ Tail offioienoy fr.otor
-r" Elovator effectiveness Z^*!
tr Airplane tiae oharaoteristio my^6V
/^ Aiafplane rolutive density my^6c
© Angle of pitcli
d Operator 11(^4)
0_ Elevator control DO'./er derivative
^5.
QL Donping in pitch derivative
Side force derivative
QvLa Diroctiomil stability derivative
0, Dihedral effect derivative
Yaif danoing derivative
Rudder control .^owor derivative
Oi Aileron control Tovrer derivative
0^ Side loroo due to derivative
0-1 Roll damping derivative
P . '
0^ Secor^dary rudder derivative
Oj^ Socoiidary aileron derivative
Ajdln Gyotem and convention used: (uee Ref. 1, page YlC)
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